Case Story:

Danish Gastronomic Union should focus on
gastronomy – not manual administration
Danish Gastronomic Union has sky high ambitions.
The Culinary Team of Denmark, that is a part
of Danish Gastronomic Union, strive to become
the first ever national team to produce a 100 %
sustainable and organic menu for the World Cup in
2022. The work to reach the top of the gastronomic
peaks is tough and demands resources. That’s why
they need partners who can make their everyday
life easier. Acubiz has given the administration
office a better overview and structure and the
chefs has a user-friendly tool for handling their
expenses and mileage.
The most talented chefs in Denmark are training in
Odense, which is in the middle of Denmark, since they
come from all parts of the country. With a lot of travel
activity related to trainings and competitions etc., the
administration office started to look for a system that
could handle the chefs many kilometers on the road
and the associated expenses.
- The chefs are training a lot before competitions.
Therefore, we looked for a system where the chefs
could log their mileage with ease. The former process
where manual. They had to fill out a form and hand it
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in, but it’s just so much easier to manage for both
themselves and me in finance, when they just enter
two addresses and do a digital mileage registration,
says Gitte Vinther, from the secretariat.
Different expenses in different formats
The administration office previously received many
different expenses, which were submitted in various
formats. At the same time, the approval workflow
consisted of emails that flew back and forth between
chefs and approvers. The workflows made the Danish
Gastronomic Union’s Expense Management process
cumbersome and confusing. It was essential for Gitte
Vinther to implement a system that could provide her
overview, structure and consistency:

Acubiz has provided the consistency, I’ve been
looking for. I receive expenses in a common format,
and I receive them faster, since it’s easier for the
chefs to register and submit them. So, I receive and
handle the expenses faster, which eventually gives
me a better overview of our costs.
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Acubiz and creative chefs are a perfect match
Chefs are often referred to as being very creative.
This is no exception for Denmark’s most skilled chefs.
Filling in forms and spreadsheets related to their
mileage and handling expenses is not exactly a dream
scenario. They’d rather spend time developing Danish
gastronomy and things should therefore work smooth
and quick:

and the ambitions for the future are sky-high. The
chefs are in many ways found and selected like any
other national team. The most qualified chefs are
identified through connections and network. To get
through the needles eye, they must prove themselves
for existing chefs at the national team as well as to
other experts. By doing this, it’s ensured that only the
most skilled chefs are selected.

- Acubiz is easy to use and I’m especially pleased with
the app’s user-friendliness. That’s very important for
our users. Chefs are very creative, and they aren’t
used to deal with administration on a normal workday.
They want things to be as easy and fast as possible,
elaborates Gitte.

The Culinary Team of Denmark are ambitious and
strive for medals to the Olympic Games, World
Championship and other competitions, but they have
also a huge focus on sustainability and ecology:

Daniel Damgaard, who is a part of the senior team
at the Culinary Team of Denmark, explains why his
everyday life has become simpler:
- Before Acubiz, we had to remember our receipt, scan
it and most likely, because you’re a chef, you forget
the receipt somewhere in your car or bag. And after
a week or two you can’t find it anyway. Acubiz is easy
to use when we are on the move and busy. It’s easy to
take a picture, enter the required information, send it
and then return to do your job.
Ambitions for a sustainable and organic national
culinary team
The Culinary Team of Denmark is, without comparison,
the largest talent developer within Danish gastronomy
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- We want to be a gastronomic front-runner
within sustainability and ecology. Besides actively
communicating the sustainable way of thinking, we
have an ambition to be the first national culinary
team ever to produce a 100 % sustainable and organic
menu at the World Cup in 2022. The organic part
deals with the ingredients while the sustainability
part is about the production of the food, including
consumption of energy, water and other resources
during the preparation of the courses, explains Morten
Juul Andersen, CEO for Danish Gastronomic Union.
Acubiz is proud to help some of the most skilled chef’s
in their everyday life’s by giving them the opportunity
to focus on gastronomy, rather than manual and
cumbersome workflows when handling their expenses
and mileage.
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